
Learning Notes This Spelling & Phonics lesson pack contains seven exercises on practicing the y rule
for spelling. This pack of worksheets includes an explanation of the skill followed by
exercises that can be used to practice, review and challenge students on their
understanding.

Teaching Tip Divide students into groups of 3-4 and provide each group with a set of index cards.
Using the practice worksheets in the lesson pack, have each group of students create
a set of cards with root words ending in y and the same word with a suffix ending.
When the sets are complete, groups can use the cards to play concentration,
matching the pairs of words (ex: hurry, hurried). (Visual, Tactile, Interpersonal,
Auditory)

Modifications
and/or Extensions To extend this activity, have each group come up with an original poem or song to

share with the class that will help them remember the y rule.

Recommended Exercises
Introductory: Exercises on Suffixes

Follow-up: Exercises on the Doubling Rule

The Y Rule
Practice adding suffixes to words that end with y
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To learn more about these books, please visit

www.epsbooks.com/html/catsearch.asp
and type in the name of the book in the search box

The Lessons included in this pack are as follows:

The Y Rule and Suffixes  From the EPS book How to Spell 3
Use the Y Rule to write base word and suffix for given examples

Change y to i When…  Clues to Meaning E
Student reference of y rule; add ed, er, s to words ending in y

 List - Vowel Suffixes & Rules  Megawords 2
List of over 125 words with -ing, -er, -est, -y, -ish endings

Learn the Y Rule for Suffixes  Megawords 2
Add a suffix to each word; change y to i as needed

Spelling List: Adding Endings  Spellwell Cc
The following exercises focus on words from the spelling list

Climb the Stairs  Spellwell Cc
Climb the stairs by adding endings to words with final y

More Y Rule Practice  How to Spell 3
Use the Y Rule to write base word and suffix for given examples
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The Y Rule
Read, copy, and learn.

1. If the letter before a final y is a vowel, the y doesn’t change when you
add a suffix.
play played playing playful

2. If the letter before a final y is a consonant, the y changes to i when
you add a suffix, except when the suffix begins with an i.

carry carried carrier carrying

Read, copy, and learn some exceptions to the Y Rule.

day + ly = daily _________ lay + ed = laid _________

gay + ly = gaily _________ mislay + ed = mislaid _________

pay + ed = paid _________ slay becomes slain _________

say + ed = said _________

Read, copy, and learn some more exceptions to the Y Rule.

shy + ly = shyly ________ shy + ness = shyness  ________

dry + ly = dryly ________ dry + ness = dryness  ________

sly + ly = slyly  ________ sly + ness = slyness  ________

spry + ly = spryly ________ spry + ness = spryness ________
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Add the suffix to the base word to make a new word.

Base Word Suffix New Word

carry + ed = __________________

busy + er = __________________

carry + er = __________________

busy + ness = __________________

carry + ing = __________________

beauty + ful = __________________

hurry + ed = __________________

fly + ing = __________________

rely + ing = __________________

fly + es = __________________

rely + ed = __________________

rely + able = __________________

study + ous = __________________

copy + ist = __________________

lovely + ness = __________________

happy + ness = __________________

greedy + er = __________________

merry + est = __________________

joy + ful = __________________

duty + ful = __________________

delay + ing = __________________

day + ly = __________________

lay + ed = __________________
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When adding an ending to a word ending in y, change the y to i.

cry + ed = cried cry + es = cries

funny + er = funnier funny + es = funnies

fry + ed = fried fry + es = fries

Word + ing + s/es + ed

play

try tries

key

yell

cry cried

say said

donkey

stay

fly

play + ed = played play + s = plays

play + ing = playing cry + ing = crying

toy + ing = toying toy + s = toys

But don’t change the y when:

1. adding ing
2. the base word has a vowel before the y.

● Fill in the blanks.



VOWEL SUFFIXES AND SPELLING RULES*

Mixed Suffixes
-er, -en, Drop-the- Doubling and

-ing -est -ish -y e Rule Y Rules

asking longer eaten windy taken saddest

barking older fallen lucky safest gotten

dressing warmer harden sandy smiling bitten

fishing higher woolen sleepy skating muddy

raining greater wooden healthy caring biggest

helping smaller golden wealthy frozen shopping

jumping nearer shorten rainy smoky drummer

packing sooner lengthen curly latest hotter

standing faster dampen cloudy blamed clipper

planting fewer beaten mighty riding hidden

starting colder brighten rusty icy rotten

adding cleaner sharpen sticky shining sunny

walking brighter frighten stormy frozen robber

wanting darker foolish snowy driven swimming

banking younger selfish bloody largest wedding

bringing greatest British tricky sliding digging

farming longest Spanish messy loving fatter

falling youngest risky wider floppy

milking strongest dirty chosen funny

singing highest eighty biting quitting

swinging fastest placing madder

thinking brightest using whipping

crying coldest tasty easier

studying nearest writing earlier

drying lowest dancing earliest

playing deepest stylish prettiest

buying cleanest leaving funniest

printing oldest broken lazier

*All words on List 10 are practical spelling words. The teacher and student should decide together how many of these words the student
will be responsible for spelling.
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The Y rule: When a root ends in y, change the y to i when adding a suffix (easy + est = easiest; happy
+ ness = happiness).
Exceptions: Keep the y if a vowel comes before it (play + er = player; joy + ful = joyful). Keep the y
if adding the suffix -ing (cry + ing = crying; study + ing = studying).

Add suffixes or plural endings to the roots. Remember to apply the Y Rule. Circle any vowels that
come just before y in the roots. Circle the -ing suffixes. Remember that these words will be exceptions
to the Y Rule.

puppy + es _______________________ crispy + er _____________________

funny + est _______________________ *play + ing ______________________

* try + ing _______________________ noisy + est ______________________

easy + ly _______________________ ** joy + ful ______________________

**buy + er _______________________ lazy + er ______________________

lady + es _______________________ **pray + er ______________________

**pay + ment _______________________ sunny + er ______________________

healthy + est _______________________ easy + er _____________________

party + es _______________________ happy + ness______________________

pretty + est _______________________ *study + ing ______________________

*Why don’t you change the y to i in these words?  _________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

**Why don’t you change the y to i in these words?  ________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Another exception: Shy becomes shyly and shyness.
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Adding Endings to Words with -y

Copy the words your teacher gives you under Classroom Words. Fold this page
back along the dotted line so that only the Pretest column shows. Write the words
your teacher dictates.

Pretest Corrections Spellwell Words

1. _____________________ 1. batteries

2. _____________________ 2. fried

3. _____________________ 3. happiness

4. _____________________ 4. hobbies

5. _____________________ 5. married

6. _____________________ 6. puppies

7. _____________________ 7. replying

8. _____________________ 8. satisfied

9. _____________________ 9. sloppiness

10. _____________________ 10. studying

11. _____________________ 11. trickiest

12. _____________________ 12. trying

13. _____________________ 13. windiest

Outlaw Words

14. _____________________ 14. business

15. _____________________ 15. busy

Classroom Words

16. _____________________ 16. __________________

17. _____________________ 17. __________________

18. _____________________ 18. __________________

Compare your words with the spelling list. Write the words you did not know in the Corrections

column. If all, or all but one, of the words are correct, use the following for your spelling words:

apologies, carriage, dutiful, mightiest, scurried, studious, and x-rayed. Write them in the Cor-

rections column along with the Classroom Words; then do the Alternative Work this week.
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Add -ed and -ing to:

try
fry

reply
hurry

study

CLIMB THE STAIRS

Add -es to:

lady
hobby

puppy
story

marry
battery

Add -er and -est to:

lazy
windy

tricky

Add -ness and -ly to:

busy
happy

easy
sloppy

Write the Classroom Words, adding -ed, -y, -s, -ly, or -ing if you can.

ALTERNATIVE WORK Add endings to your spelling words and write them on the
stairs above.

satisfy



The Y Rule

Write the base word and the suffix for the following words.

Base Word Suffix
dried ______________ ________

carrier ______________ ________

spying ______________ ________

busier ______________ ________

payment ______________ ________

beautiful ______________ ________

annoyed ______________ ________

reliable ______________ ________

appliance ______________ ________

enjoyment ______________ ________

enjoyed ______________ ________

studying ______________ ________

glorious ______________ ________

supplied ______________ ________

studious ______________ ________

flying ______________ ________

flies ______________ ________

laziest ______________ ________

joyful ______________ ________

prettiest ______________ ________

luckiest ______________ ________

loneliness ______________ ________
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Read, copy, and learn these words.

twenty — twentieth ______________   ______________

thirty — thirtieth ______________   ______________

forty — fortieth ______________   ______________

fifty — fiftieth ______________   ______________

sixty — sixtieth ______________   ______________

seventy — seventieth ______________   ______________

eighty — eightieth ______________   ______________

ninety — ninetieth ______________   ______________

Use a separate sheet of paper to write words, phrases, and sentences
dictated by your teacher. This dictation will check your ability to spell words
that follow and are exceptions to the Y Rule.
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